
ESSAY FOOTNOTES CHICAGO

Specific guidelines for formatting a paper in Chicago Style are outlined in this example essay was modeled from
Rampolla's pocket guide from page 

Sample bibliography entries follow the notes. Then comes the article title and the journal name in italics.
Ghalambor, Jesse R. For many more examples, covering virtually every type of book, see  A page of an essay
using Chicago footnotes Include page numbers in your footnotes whenever you use quotes, specific data or a
close paraphrase. Shortened notes. For articles consulted online, include a URL or the name of the database. In
the guide, you can find an example for an online journal article. Citing sources with more than one author If
there are two or three authors of the source, include their full names in the order they appear on the source.
Find a matching example in your style guide. Kurland and Ralph Lerner, eds. In the bibliography, include the
page range for the chapter or part. Did you access it online? The Making of the American Essay. Be sure to
use quotes for article titles and include the URL. Translated by Ann Goldstein. Remember to check the guide
carefully, since footnotes are written differently to bibliography entries. You should include the version you
are referencing. Smith, Swing Time,  Amsterdam: Scribbr,  Say for instance you need to reference a journal
article that you found online, such as the one below. Check your guide Always remember to have your chosen
style guide open while you are referencingâ€”even if you use referencing software. Bibliography entries in
alphabetical order Austen, Jane. Bibliography entry Bay, Rachael A. Translated book Note 1. Check out the
style guides listed above. Hanging indent in the bibliography entry with one author 3. If page numbers cannot
be referenced, simply exclude them. If no fixed page numbers are available, cite a section title or a chapter or
other number in the notes, if any or simply omit. The bibliography entry Start by doing the bibliography entry.
E-book For books consulted online, include a URL or the name of the database. Monash University guide to
Chicago Referencing in Chicago Manual of Style Let's go through the steps of how to use a style guide to
reference in Chicago, using the Chicago Manual of Style footnoting system. It is crucial to use your citation
style correctly in order to avoid plagiarism. Receive feedback on language, structure and layout Professional
editors proofread and edit your paper by focusing on: Academic style. For more than ten authors not shown
here , list the first seven in the bibliography, followed by et al. New York: Alfred A. Citing sources with other
contributor information You may want to include other contributor information in your footnotes such as
editor, translator, or compiler. For more examples, see  Footnotes or endnotes acknowledge which parts of
their paper reference particular sources. Chapter or other part of an edited book In a note, cite specific pages.
Journal articles often list many authors, especially in the sciences. What is more convenient for them?


